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      Discover new dimension with our products 

      
                  Digital Signage Displays

                  IFPD

                  LCD Video Walls

                  LED Video Walls

                  Hospitality TVs

              

    


    
              
          
             Digital Signage Displays   Vestel answers the needs and expectation of the market by offering different options and strong display performance with its new generation digital signage displays. 
                  Explore 
          

        

              
          
             IFPD   Vestel brings users innovative and user-friendly product experience for corporate and educational areas. Maximising productivity and improving flexibility is possible with Vestel display solutions. 
                  Explore 
          

        

              
          
             LCD Video Walls   Vestel offers a powerful visual experience throughout that assembled large screen and illustrate video content smoothly. 
                  Explore 
          

        

              
          
             LED Video Walls   Vestel creates exclusive visual experience with its innovative line and advanced video performance, premium design details besides endless wall experience. 
                  Explore 
          

        

              
          
             Hospitality TVs   Vestel provides value-added customizable hospitality software for RF and IP based TVs with interactive features and guest convenience.  
                  Explore 
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          Cookie Management
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          We use cookies on our website to improve your shopping experience. By clicking the "Accept All Cookies" button, you accept the use of cookies for the purposes of making our website compatible with the user, improving the performance of the website, analyzing user behavior provided that no data directly identifies you and for offering personalized advertising activities. You can find detailed information about cookies in our Cookie Policy. You can always manage your preferences in the "Manage Cookies" section.


          
            
  In the cookie management you can individually control the use of cookies on websites and mobile apps of Vestel Germany GmbH. If you do not wish to agree to the use of cookies, simply click on the "Save" button below.  
   Important note: The use of so-called "technically necessary cookies" does not require your consent. For this reason, a decision about this is not possible on your part. 
   You can find more detailed information about cookies and data protection under our data protection policy. 

          


          
            Strictly Necessary Cookies
            
              
              
            
            You can always control the cookies used by Vestel Trade Co. on our website. If you agree to the use of cookies, you can directly click the "Save" button below. You can find detailed information about cookies in our  Cookie Policy.   
We would like to state that technically required cookies are used to perform the primary functions of our website. The use of such cookies is not dependent on your consent, since they are imperative for our website to function correctly. You can find the list of strictly necessary cookies that are used by website in Cookie Policy.

            
              Show/Hide Cookies
              
                	Provider
	Cookie name
	Description
	Duration of storage

	Vestel Germany

	cookie_consent
	This cookie is used by us to save your cookie settings.

	6 months
 

	Vestel Germany

	cookie_consent_permissions
	This cookie is used by us to save your cookie settings.

	6 months
 

	Vestel Germany

	vestel_visual_solutions_session
	This cookie is used by the PHP scripting language to enable session variables to be stored on our web server.


	End of session


	Vestel Germany

	XSRF-TOKEN
	Is a protection against the cross-site request forgery (CSRF). More information: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross-site_request_forgery


	End of session




              

            

          

          
            Functional Cookies
            
              
              
            
            Cookies, also known as preference cookies, are those that allow the website to remember your past preferences such as the language used or the region preferred or the user name and password providing automatic login.You can find the list of functional cookies that are used by website in Cookie Policy.

            
              Show/Hide Cookies
              
                	Cookie name
	Purpose
	Duration of storage
	Provider

	_ga

	Analytics used to distinguish users
	2 years
	Google
 

	_gid

	Analytics used to distinguish users
	1 day

	Google




              

            

          

          
            Performance Cookies

            
            
              
              
            
            

              These cookies allow us to count visits and traffic sources so we can measure and improve the performance of our site. They help us know which pages are the most and least popular and see how visitors move around the site. All the information these cookies collect is aggregated and therefore anonymous. If you do not allow these cookies, we will not know when you have visited our site.
 You can find the list of performance cookies that are used by website in Cookie Policy.
            

            
              Show/Hide Cookies
              
                	Provider
	Cookie name
	Description
	Duration of storage

	Google

	_ga
	This cookie is used by Google to distinguish you from other users.
	2 years
 

	Google

	_gid
	This cookie is used by Google to distinguish you from other users and to generate statistical data about your user behaviour.

	1 day


	Google

	_gat
	This cookie is used by Google to limit the percentage of requests to the Google Analytics servers.
	1 minute

	Google
	AMP_TOKEN
	This cookie is used by Google to retrieve a Client ID from AMP Client ID service through a token.
	30 second to 1 year

	Google
	_gac_
	This cookie is used by Google and contains campaign related information for the user.
	90 days

	Google
	__utma
	This cookie is used by Google to distinguish users and sessions.
	2 years

	Google
	__utmt
	This cookie is used by Google to limit the percentage of requests to the Google Analytics servers.
	10 minutes

	Google
	__utmb
	This cookie is used by Google to determine new sessions/visits.
	30 minutes

	Google
	__utmc
	This cookie is used by Google to track your user behaviour and to measure the performance of our website.
	End of session

	Google
	__utmz
	This cookie is used by Google to store the traffic source or campaign that explains how your reached our website.
	6 months

	Google
	__utmv
	This cookie is used by Google to store visitor-level custom variable data. This cookie is updated every time data is sent to Google Analytics.
	2 years

	Google
	__utmx
	This cookie is used by Google to determine your inclusion in a test
	18 months

	Google
	__utmxx
	This cookie is used by Google to determine the expiry of tests you have been included in.
	18 months

	Google
	_gaexp
	This cookie is used by Google to determine your inclusion in a test and the length of the test you have been included in.
	Depends on the length of the test, but typically 90 days



              

            

          

          
            Targeting Cookies
            
              
              
            
            
              These cookies are set through our site by our advertising partners. They may be used by those companies to build a profile of your interests and show you relevant ads on other sites. They work by uniquely identifying your browser and device. If you don't allow these cookies, you will not experience our targeted advertising across different websites as a result of these cookies.  You can find the list of targeting cookies that are used by website in Cookie Policy.
            

            
              Show/Hide Cookies
              
                	Provider
	Cookie name
	Description
	Duration of storage

	Google

	_opt_awcid
	This cookie is used by Google to map campaigns to Google Ads Customer IDs.
	24 hours
 

	Google

	_opt_awmid
	This cookie is used by Google to map campaigns to Google Ads Campaign IDs.

	24 hours


	Google

	_opt_awgid
	This cookie is used by Google to map campaigns to Google Ads Group IDs.
	24 hours

	Google
	_opt_awkid
	This cookie is used by Google to map campaigns to Google Ads Criterion IDs.
	24 hours

	Google
	_opt_utmc
	This cookie is used by Googles to store the last utm_campaign query parameter.
	24 hours
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